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For a TV documentary, the two unemployed friends Benny and Marko pretend to be petty criminals with immigrant 
background until the coin flips and reality turns against them.

L O G L I N E





P R E S S  Q U O T E S

„A finely nuanced, perfectly timed comedy with passionate characters that could become a huge hit with the 
public.“ 
Wiener Zeitung / Matthias Greuling

„A well-paced comedy whose fierceness is miles apart from the unsophisticated German humor of „Willkommen 
bei den Hartmanns“ - and one of the reasons for this is that it takes clichés and prejudices and goes against the 
grain: Rather than being too poorly integrated, the two protagonists are integrated too well to meet the (media) 
expectations of the public and society in general. Not only does the tabloidization of journalism get what‘s coming 
to it; in the arts things also don‘t look much better. With their Golden Girls film production, the Riahi brothers have 
long been one of the most interesting companies in the small yet fantastic Austrian film scene. With „The Migrum-
pies“ they might be able to tear the door to massive public success wide open and send a cinematographic signal 
against the disastrous slogans of the Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ) and other populist politicians.“
Kino-Zeit.de / Joachim Kurz



„The Migrumpies“ by Arman T. Riahi proves that films 
made by Austrians can be really, really funny. He and his 
team were able to make a film that is well paced, well cast 
down to even the smallest roles (cameos by Josef Hader 
and Dirk Stermann, amongst others), and, in particular, re-
levant. „The Migrumpies“ is an appeal for inclusion. Let‘s 
have more of that!
The Gap / Barbara Fohringer

„Hilariously funny“
TAZ

„Rotten, ingenious, brave“
Rolling Stone.de

„Wicked... delightful“
SZ

A twisted comedy that juggles the most com-
mon and idiotic prejudices, rearranges them, 
turns them around and puts them through 
the meat grinder, and spits them back out as 
a feel-good movie with a lot of humor. Ria-
hi and the two co-authors Faris Rahoma and 
Aleksandar Petrović, who also play the lead 
roles in this fun film, show enthusiasm and a 
pleasant lack of fear of embarrassment. After 
the Diagonale film festival, „The Migrumpies“ 
will have no problem drawing large numbers 
of people to the cinema.“
Artechock  Blog





Benny and Marko, two Viennese guys with so-called „immigrant background“, are completely integrated into society. 
So much so that they are hardly perceived as foreigners - if not for Benny‘s black hair. Confronted with ambitious TV 
director Weizenhuber, who is looking for protagonists for her TV documentary series about the ethnically mixed suburb 
Rudolfsgrund, they pretend to be petty criminals and hard-nosed migrants with a penchant for cunning and craftiness. 
To keep the lie from unraveling, they create a second identity for themselves made up of clichés and prejudices. And 
while these clichés fulfill expectations and make the show a success, they are simultaneously confronted with true stories 
of immigration – including their own... a politically incorrect comedy about modern clichés, false identities and „real“ 
foreigners – whatever that means!

S Y N O P S I S





Between social housing and street life: Director Arman T. Riahi puts Faris Rahoma and Aleksandar Petrović in the 
lead roles in a ludicrous comedy that asks the question, „what do you do as a foreigner?“; along the way the film is 
hilariously entertaining and fearlessly turns clichés upside down.

Benny (Faris Rahoma) and Marko (Aleksandar Petrović) are best friends and dyed-in-the-wool hipsters. Benny (Faris Rahoma) 
is an actor who is annoyed that, thanks to his migrant background, he‘s only ever offered the role of the Arabic taxi driver 
when he auditions despite speaking without an accent. He lives with his mother Monika (Margarethe Tiesel). Living by the 
motto that „life is too short for the missionary position“, she allows her lover (Rainer Wöss) to move in with her.
Marko (Aleksandar Petrović) works in advertising; his prospects for orders aren‘t looking good, and collection services are 
breathing down his neck. Benny takes care of Marko‘s old man - Mr. Bilic (Zijah Sokolovic), who sits in his wheel chair in his 
cluttered flat - more often than Marko does. Marko is vegetarian and bald, has a beard and wear pullovers with color test 
patterns. His girlfriend Sophie (Daniela Zacherl) is pregnant. He thinks 1200 euros for a stroller is too expensive—to him, 
his bike is three times as valuable. In the evening it‘s Moscow mules in the gentrified pub, what else.

M I G R A N T  B A C K G R O U N D  ≠  M I G R A N T  B A C K G R O U N D



Juwel: „Are you retarded?“

Happenstance puts our two heroes in front of a camera when TV journalist Marlene Weizenhuber (Doris Schretzmayer) 
arrives to comb through the Rudolfsgrund neighborhood for a story. Where is the culture 
clash? Where are the cases of hardship? Where is the social framework aflame? Out of 
boredom and curiosity and as a joke, Benny and Marko go in front of the camera and 
transform into Omar Sharif („like the actor!“) and Tito, two small-time criminals who‘ve 
got all the tricks up their sleeves. In fact, the show becomes a hit.  Benny and Marko team 
up with Juwel (Mehmet Ali Salman), who coaches them on being a foreigner: „I ain‘t 
no Yugo, but I can become one“. Friends are asked to become flamboyant characters 
in a vibrant nightlife. A short while later they‘ve switched out their Viennese slang for 
harsh, bitter sayings, donned boisterous outfits (costumes: Monika Buttinger!), invented 
a criminal record, and replaced Indie music with gangsta rap and Turkish music—or at 
least with music they see as gangsta and Turkish. In no time at all the two likable idiots have blown it with the entire 
neighborhood thanks to their trumped-up stories on TV about being robbers. How will they get out of this pickle? In 
addition to active support from their friend Klara (Maddalena Hirschal) and Romana (Rabie Peric), the cleaning lady with a 
secret mission, they still need a lot of chutzpa...

Marlene Weizenhuber: „You guys 
just said you‘re really raking in 

the cash in there. Where? What? 
Protection money?“

Marko: „The way you put it 
makes it sound negative. Let‘s be 
honest; I mean, everyone needs 

protection!



Director Arman T. Riahi (born in Iran in 1981, directed the Nazar documentary „Schwarzkopf“ and co-directed „Everyday 
Rebellion“ and „Kinders“ with his brother Arash T. Riahi) practically tailor-made the unbelievably funny and highly 
quotable script for his friends Faris Rahoma and Aleksandar Petrović, with whom he wrote the script.  Their insight—
which is entirely their own: not all migrant backgrounds are the same. The fantastic Doris Schretzmayer („Gruber geht“, 
„Landkrimi: Höhenstraße“) is also a delight as a tough journalist gone astray. Arman‘s brother Arash T. Riahi and Karin 
C. Berger produced the film. Parts of the film were shot at the Vienna Hannover Market, and insiders will also recognize 
several Viennese bars and the secret declaration of love to the legendary broadcasting studios. Cameos are made by stars 
such as Josef Hader and Dirk Stermann, amongst others. The incredible Mehmet Ali Salman shines bright in his brilliant 
appearances as Juwel, the expert in life on the streets—this is someone you‘ll immediately want to see in a lead role. Or 
eight.
The acting quality of even the smallest roles and a clever, comedic script are proof of what‘s needed more often in Austrian 
cinema: genuine diversity in terms of story and cast. This wild comedy captivates with a lot of humor mixed throughout 
with truthfulness and is lovable from its title („Die Migrantigen“ in German) to its final punch line.

Do you know what this city would be like if it didn‘t have people like us? 
What this neighborhood would be like without us? The city wouldn‘t function.  

No city in the world would function. (Mr. Bilic)

Julia Pühringer



The Migrumpies. This term is pun, or a Schmäh, to use the Viennese expression. Benny and Marko, the two protagonists of 
our story, aren‘t really immigrants. Sometimes they‘re grumpy, okay. But immigrants? 

In contrast to their parents, both of them were born in Austria and are Viennese to the core - if only Benny didn‘t have 
black hair. Benny, the actor who refuses to take on the immigrant roles and Marko, the camouflage Yugoslavian, who does 
everything to avoid falling back where he came from - social housing. 

The fact that of all people it‘s two basically „integrated“ individuals pretending to be socially unacceptable and dangerous 
petty criminals on TV is the twist of our story. But the fact that it‘s the second generation of immigrants who embody the 
clichés and prejudices about immigrants isn‘t just supposed to entertain the audience, but also to dispel their fear - the 
fear of having prejudices, of thinking in clichés, of pigeonholing. Because sure, the Turk sometimes becomes aggressive, 
the Yugoslavian loves jogging pants and the Austrian loves to complain - sometimes. But if that‘s the only part of the story 
we ever show, eventually it becomes the whole truth. And then things get hairy… 

D I R E C T O R ‘ S  S T A T E M E N T





Benny, the Viennese son of a judge with Egyptian 
roots, wants to make it big as an actor. But great 
art demands drama. And the only drama in 
Benny‘s sheltered life is the fact that he‘s never 
offered the role of the Austrian only the role 
of the foreign taxi driver. And Benny - who still 
lives with his mother, the retired judge with a 
penchant for S&M - doesn‘t identify with that 
particular role. But everything changes when a 
TV journalist thinks he‘s a foreigner and wants 
him to be the protagonist in a documentary 
series.  Benny is convinced he can become an 
authentic „Tschusch“ (a pejorative term for those 
from Yugoslavia) for the role of his life.

FARIS RAHOMA  AS

B E N N Y  /  O M A R



FARIS RAHOMA  AS

B E N N Y  /  O M A R

People don‘t think Marko is a „Yugo“ when 
they see him. The Viennese hipster has his own 
advertising company and at home delights in 
the joys of becoming a father. But the collection 
agent at his door forces the facade to crumble, 
and Marko is confronted by his fear of ending 
up in the place he worked so hard to get out 
of community housing. He has absolutely no 
desire to go back there. It‘s hard enough going 
there to visit his father, who needs a lot of 
care. But necessity forces one to do things they 
don‘t actually want to do. For Marko this means 
transforming into the small-time criminal Tito 
for TV. And somehow he is surprisingly good in 
the role.

ALEKSANDAR PETROVIĆ  AS

M A R K O  /  T I T O



The ambitious TV journalist knows what she 
wants and throws herself into her work. In every 
story she sees an opportunity to climb a little bit 
higher up the career ladder, and she knows how 
to skillfully stage each and every little detail. 
Discovery of the fact that Benny and Marko are 
only playing parts could theoretically put her 
credibility and professionalism - and thus her 
entire career - in jeopardy.  Nevertheless, as a 
professional she also doesn‘t allow it to throw 
her off her game. Instead, she jumps on board 
Benny and Marko‘s lies and profits from them. 
After all, it‘s easier to sell lies than the truth.

DORIS SCHRETZMAYER  AS

M A R L E N E  W E I Z E N H U B E R



Juwel was born in Vienna and is a Turk at heart, 
but he sees the whole world as his home. Juwel 
is one of those people that others are wary of 
when he strolls down the streets with his boys 
Mo and Kay.  But his heart is in the right place. 
And above all, he uses his head. He knows what 
his responsibilities in life are, has learned from 
his youthful mistakes, and holds down an honest 
job to keep his small family afloat. However, the 
rascal that he is, he can‘t refrain from poking a 
little fun at Benny and Marko when they ask him 
to coach them as „foreigners“. Unfortunately, his 
little joke quickly catches up with him...

MEHMET ALI SALMAN  AS

J U W E L



Sophie is Marko‘s girlfriend and is busy 
preparing her home for the baby she‘s 
expecting.  She has no idea about Marko‘s 
bankruptcy problems because Marko hides 
everything from her. However, in the face of the 
impending collapse of her family, Sophie quickly 
shows that she won‘t melt in the rain. Even if she 
doesn‘t approve of Marko and Benny‘s charade, 
she has no problem taking matters into her own 
hands and using the situation to make money 
for herself and Marko.

DANIELA ZACHERL  AS

S O P H I E  /  J E S S I C A



DANIELA ZACHERL  AS

S O P H I E  /  J E S S I C A

Mr. Bilic is Marko‘s father and requires nursing 
care. It pains Bilic to see how ashamed his son is 
of him and his family background. He and Marko 
have grown far apart since Marko‘s youth. His 
caregivers feel how much it upsets him, and he 
masterfully runs all of them off. On the other 
hand, Marko doesn‘t understand why Mr. Bilic 
doesn‘t want to move into a retirement home, 
why he instead wants to stay in his chaotic, 
disorganized flat. It‘s only once Marko can no 
longer run away from his financial woes that 
Bilic has a chance to help his son and finally 
explain his perspective on life. 

ZIJAH A. SOKOLOVIĆ  AS

M R .  B I L I C



In the media satire The Migrumpies the director and the 
leading actors juggle with clichés about immigrants, 
asking why the migrant background persists in the 
foreground over generations. Arman T. Riahi discusses his 
debut as a feature film director.

Does the phrase „migrant background“ make you feel 
grumpy?

ARMAN T. RIAHI: If my film gives the impression that I 
have an objection to saying someone is from a migrant 
background, I should explain that in principle I don‘t. It‘s 

just that these days it’s become a cliché, and anyway it 
doesn‘t really mean much in a city like Vienna. Probably 
at least two-thirds of Viennese people came from 
somewhere else originally. It‘s an old-fashioned term that 
ceased to have any real relevance a long time ago.

You devised the screenplay together with the leading 
actors, Faris Rahoma and Aleksandar Petrović. All 
three of you have parents who came to Austria from 
a migrant background. To what extent did your own 
experiences inspire the story of The Migrumpies?

D I R E C T O R ‘ S  I N T E R V I E W



ARMAN T. RIAHI: None of us had to struggle as citizens 
of Vienna because of our migrant background. All three 
of us grew up in fairly sheltered circumstances. But the 
migrant background aspect has simply become part of 
our identity. As a child you’re not aware of it, but at some 
point you realize you’re somehow a bit different; then you 
get to the stage where you are proud to have a second 
culture, and finally the time arrives when you understand 
that it does enrich your life, but fundamentally it isn‘t very 
relevant. However, what we all have a problem with is being 
placed in a victim-perpetrator pigeonhole. People from 
a migrant background are either one thing or the other; 
the „successful“ examples of integration are just ignored. 
In fact integration itself is an expression which misses 
the point. It‘s all about inclusion. The people who have 
simply become part of the society end up invisible. We all 
belong to that „silent“ group. If you want to be successful 
in Austria as a foreigner, however, this second culture – 
this unspeakable migrant background – is something you 
can’t escape from. The two actors Faris and Aleksandar 

really do experience situations like the audition in the 
film. So far Aleksandar has been cast as a psychopath 
from a „migrant background“ in Austria, as well as various 
petty criminals, while Faris has played a whole range of 
immigrant characters, including a Croat. The only part he’s 
really never been offered is an Austrian – although he was 
born here. We can laugh about it, because we‘re doing 
relatively well; people who have to cope with this stigma 
for their whole lives find the experience less amusing. 
It‘s hard for an actor when you are only offered very 
certain, limited roles. The Migrumpies is of course also a 
statement; I‘m concerned with what I feel is a completely 
undervalued second generation in Austria whose talents 
are sometimes neglected entirely.
 

Comedy often works by means of clichés. At the same 
time, the intention is to ridicule these clichés. How 
did you manage to strike a balance between TV, which 
produces clichés and confirms them, the cinema, which 



in your comedy is happy to exaggerate clichés, and 
your aim of dismantling clichés and questioning their 
validity?

ARMAN T. RIAHI: That‘s a complex question. It‘s never 
straightforward. We attempt to take the middle ground; 
a one-sided attitude would have taken the film in a 
clear-cut direction which would have removed all the 
ambivalence about our approach. We could also have 
gone in a very commercial direction, but then more and 
more layers would have been lost. In the absurd setting 
of The Migrumpies there are many levels which are rooted 
in our experiences and the lives of other people from a 
migrant background. I‘m thinking about the father-son 
relationship here. We attempted to include in the film 
the clichés from our lives and give them a plausible 
feeling. Clichés are always rooted in reality. You can work 
with them in a very exaggerated fashion, so they are 
experienced as unreal. But you can also approach clichés 
with respect.

How did the shift from the writing desk to the set take 
place? Did the leading actors also take a very intense 
role in shaping the shooting the film? To what extent 
was there improvisation while you are filming?

ARMAN T. RIAHI: When confirmation came through that we 
had subsidy funding to make the film, we all got nervous. 
First of all we polished the screenplay, but at some point 
preparation for filming became an urgent necessity. So 
the time arrived where our spheres of responsibility 
separated and I had to focus on set design, locations and 
all the countless things the director has to make decisions 
about. We had to take the plunge and just do it.
With some of the actors we revised the dialogue, with 
others we rehearsed, and with others we didn‘t do any 
preparation at all. There’s a scene with Rabie Perec, who 
plays the cleaning lady, when she pretends to be Tito‘s 
mother; we only rehearsed it once. I love it when actors 



improvise, even if it’s only possible to use a fraction of it 
in the end. Suddenly people’s spontaneous genius comes 
out, and for me that‘s acting in its most original form. 
We filmed that scene two or three times – and after that 
nobody could work properly any more because we were 
laughing so much. Moments like that are an absolute 
delight. I wanted to have authentic people in the film, 
their feeling for the area and above all their language, 
which is especially important to me.

When you make a film which is explicitly located 
in Vienna, you also attempt to differentiate it from 
others in visual terms. What was behind the choice of 
locations in the city?

ARMAN T. RIAHI: The film is set in Rudolfsgrund, which is 
a fictitious district. We wanted to find a suburb that hadn’t 
become over-familiar, and at the same time we didn‘t 
want to give any real district of Vienna a bad image. I 

had to find a street market that hadn‘t become a cliché, 
and I quickly decided on the Hannovermarkt, because my 
parents live not far away. It turned out to be the perfect 
link between interior and exterior, between a lively city-
center feeling and an outer suburb. I certainly didn‘t want 
to create a fake environment for the action of the film; I 
wanted to give the audience the feeling that they knew 
the place, not because they‘d seen it in a film before but 
because it was simply the way Vienna is. There’s a lot in 
the film of the Vienna where I grew up; the Hannovermarkt 
reminds me of the Naschmarkt and the Schwendermarkt 
when I was a kid.

From the very first shot there is frequently a camera 
in your film. Creating images and questioning their 
effect is a theme right from the start. What realities 
does an image create? How can contrived images 
put a particular spin on reality? How important is this 
subtext of your comedy to you?



ARMAN T. RIAHI: It‘s more than a subtext. To what extent do 
we all contribute to deciding which images of people from 
migrant backgrounds are dominant in media perception? 
The events in the film represent everyday situations 
where, in our view, people are reduced to headlines. We 
live in a period where the media has to make a profit. 
That‘s nothing new – but it has an effect on the image 
assigned to people, and on the way they are portrayed. 
The TV program in the film embodies the methods used 
today to find „stories“ – and it‘s understandable from the 
perspective of the media. In that sense I see the film as 
a very open critique of the media, but one which should 
be accessible to a broad audience. Time will tell whether 
we have succeeded in striking a balance and created a 
film that criticizes society and the media while being a 
comedy on the surface. We wanted to make something 
entertaining, though we hope at the same time that the 
film will have a lasting effect on people. Naturally it‘s an 
experiment. When we began writing the script, fake news 

wasn‘t really a subject – while in the current situation, 
with Donald Trump taking office, it really hits the nerve 
of modern times.

How many nationalities or ethnic backgrounds were 
involved in the production?

ARMAN T. RIAHI: Somebody counted and came up 
with approximately 20. It was certainly very lively and 
refreshing to work with people who might not have had 
very much experience in film but showed a high degree 
of professionalism. The six weeks of filming were pretty 
stressful, especially because it rained for more than three 
of them. When you‘re making a film it‘s like being in a 
moving train, and you try to grab hold of things on the 
way that you think are crucial. When I look back I have 
the feeling it was a great experience for everybody 
involved. I‘ve certainly had some nice suggestions about 
a sequel… It‘s really important to me that people who 



never otherwise get an opportunity should finally have a 
platform. And that this time an Arab didn‘t have to play a 
Croat, and an Austrian didn‘t have to play a Yugoslavian, 
and that Viennese people with a second culture could 
finally play themselves the way they really are: Austrians.

Interview: Karin Schiefer, Austrian Film Commission
January 2017

Translation: Charles Osborne
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FILMOGRAPHY

2016  KINDERS, Documentary, 95 min
2014  EVERYDAY REBELLION 
 Documentary, 52/110 min 
2012/ AFRICA RACE 
2013 5x52min, Documentary-TV-Series, 
 Terra Mater/Servus TV 
2011  DARKHEAD, Documentary, 90 min 
2008- MOMENTUM - WHAT DRIVES YOU
2012 Documentary-TV-Series, 7x25 min 
2005  ELEKTRONIKSCHROTT, Short film, 11 min 

DIRECOTR & SCREENPLAY

A R M A N  T .  R I A H I



Arman T. Riahi was born in Iran and grew up in Vienna, Austria, where he did his first short films as a teenager. He studied 
media technologies and worked as a screen- and graphic designer in London & Vienna. 
In 2005, he started his TV-work as director of the infamous TV-Shows “Sendung ohne Namen” and “Sunshine Airlines” 
for the ORF (Austrian BroadcastingCorporation). In the same year, his short film “Elektronikschrott” (11min.) won the 
nation wide short film award “Shorts On Screen”. In 2006, Arman was invited to the Berlinale Talent Campus as director/
screenwriter. In 2008, Arman co-wrote & directed the TV-documentary series “Momentum – What drives you” (Red Bull 
Media House), which ran several seasons. 
His first cinema documentary “Schwarzkopf” (“Dark Head”, Golden Girls Filmproduktion, Thimfilm, 2011) has won the 
Audience Choice Award at the National Austrian Film Festival Diagonale, and the Special Jury Mention Award at the 
Docudays Beirut International Documentary Festival. The film opened the documentary competition of the 17th Sarajevo 
Film Festival in 2011. In 2012, Riahi directed and wrote the 5-part documentary series “Africa Race” for Austrian TV “Servus 
TV” about the legendary Rallye Paris-Dakar. 
In 2013, Arman T. Riahi was granted the START-Scholarship for Film Arts of the Austrian Federal Chancellery of Arts. 
Since 2013, he is a lecturer at the University of Applied Sciences for Media Technology in St. Pölten. His second cinema 
documentary, “Everyday Rebellion” (2014), co-directed together with his brother Arash as the “Riahi Brothers” was 
screened at over 60 international film festivals and won several awards like the CPH:DOX Politiken Audience Award at 
the Copenhagen International Documentary Film Festival 2013, the 2014 Cinema for Peace Award, or the CIVIS Online 
Media Prize. His second cinema documentary with his brother Arash T. Riahi, Kinders, was released in Austrian cinemas 
in November 2016 and has won the Audience Award at Diagonale Film Festival 2016. Currently, they are working on 
preparations for their first feature film collaboration „Mr. Duschek, the Shrinking Caretake“.



Aleksandar Petrović was born in Vienna in 1976. Petrović had his first film role in the short film „Skrypt“ by Peter Koller, who 
also cast Petrović a year later as the lead in his first feature-length film „Auf bösem Boden“. 
Petrović received a special mention at the Buenos Aires film festival for his role in the film. Since then, Petrović has had 
roles in short films and TV series, including „Copstories“ (ORF, Gebhardt Productions) and Peter Hacker‘s „Drago“.

In 2011 Petrović worked with Arman T. Riahi and Faris Rahoma to develop the TV series „Neue Wiener“, from which the 
basic concept for „The Migrumpies“ arose. Petrović also co-wrote the film „Der Staatsbürger“ with Riahi.

LEAD ACTOR & SCREENPLAY 

A L E K S A N D A R  P E T R O V I Ć



2014   CHUCKS
           Director: Hiebler / Ertl

2013 COP STORIES 
 Director: Paul Harather

2011 DARKHEAD 
 Director: Arman T. Riahi,   
 Assistent to the Director

2009- NEUE WIENER
2011 TV Show 12x25min   
 (Development, Co-Author)
 Director: Arman T. Riahi

2007 AUF BÖSEM BODEN
 Director: Peter Koller

2006 SKRYPT
 Director: Peter Koller

FILMOGRAPHY (SELECTION)

2017 THE MIGRUMPIES
 Feature Film
 Director: Arman T. Riahi

2016   SCHNELL ERMITTELT
          TV, ORF
          Director: Gerald Liegel

2015    WILD MOUSE
  Feature Film
          Director: Josef Hader

          WIR SIND AM LEBEN
          TV, ARD/ ORF
          Director: Nikolaus Leytner

           SOKO DONAU/SOKO WIEN
           TV,ORF/ ZDF



FILMOGRAPHY (SELECTION)

2016 THE MIGRUMPIES
 Arman T. Riahi   
 SCREENPLAY, MAIN ROLE:  
 „BENNY / OMAR“

2012 ZWEISITZRAKETE
 Hans Hofer
 ROLE: „HARALD“
 
2006-  ÈL MAHED
2008 Mohammed Malas,
 MAIN ROLE: „EL WALID”  

2005- AUF BÖSEM BODEN
2007 Peter Koller
 ROLE: „DER MAKLER“

2004 NACKTSCHNECKEN

 Michael Glawogger
 ROLE: „ZEJLKO“

2002 EINE NACHT AUF DEM MOND     
 Khairy Bschara  
 
1999 KALIBER DELUXE                          
 Thomas Roth

1996 / AL MASSIR / DAS SCHICKSAL  
1997 Youssef Chahin                                       
 ROLE: „YOUSSEF“ 

„PALME DES HERZENS“ at the 
„Filmfestspielen von Cannes“ 

1982 STEIG AUS DEINEM
 LUFTBALLON  
 Jörg Eggers
   MAIN ROLE: „MICHAEL“



Faris Rahoma (actor, writer) was born in 1975 in Styria/Austria. Rahoma played already as a child in theatre, TV and 
cinema productions and graduated in 1995 from the Prayner conservatory with excellent success. Rahoma played since 
then in International TV and cinema-productions, like in Youssef Chahine’s “Al Massir” (Egypt/France), awarded with the 
Palm d‘or at the 50th Cannes Film Festival and in Austrian productions such as „Nacktschnecken“ (Michael Glawogger) 
or „Zweisitzrakete“ (Hans Hofer), but also international theatre productions such as Paul Schrader‘s European premiere 
„Cleopatra Club“ (Rupert Henning). 

In 2011 he developed  the TV series „Neue Wiener“. He also starred in Mohammed Malas feature movie „Al Mahad“. 
Recently he just finished the cinema feature movie „The Migrumpies“, where he played the main part and also acted as a 
co-writer. His debut Documentary „The Mecca Business“ was produced with the Austrian Broadcasting Cooperation - where 
he works as a journalist - and was broadcasted all over Europe.

LEAD ACTOR & SCREENPLAY 

F A R I S  R A H O M A





Golden Girls Filmproduktion is a group of directors and producers who have been active since the mid 90ies in the 
areas of cinema and TV, art as well as commercials/music videos, industrial and corporate image films. Over the last 
decade we have been able to establish for ourselves a firm position in the Austrian production landscape by virtue of 
our reliable continuity and versatility. Their strategy of adopting a vertical structure while retaining a high degree of 
production flexibility and pricing due to complete in-house production facilities has ensured constant increase in profits 
as well as an outstanding reputation in the film industry. Cooperation in the cultural community is marked by a range of 
personal influences extending from natural sciences to pop culture, from journalism to auteur films. However, the unifying 
factor is the common goal of striving to achieve filmic and emotional intensity and make films that make a change. The 
principle involves providing equal treatment for form and content, adopting extreme angles of perspective and exploring 
the frontiers of media opportunities independently of dogma and regulations. 

The films of the Golden Girls collective have won more than 70 international awards in the last years. The fictional debut 
of Co-owner Arash T. Riahi (Wega Film & Les Films du Losange) “For a moment freedom” was Austria’s foreign Oscar entry 
2010. The cross-media documentary „Everyday Rebellion“ by the Riahi Brothers was Austria‘s most successful movie at 
international festivals in 2014. (www.everydayrebellion.net)

G O L D E N  G I R L S  F I L M P R O D U K T I O N 
&  F I L M S E R V I C E S  G M B H



TRUST WHO  Documentary / Lilian Franck / 90‘ / GER, AUT / Co-Production with OVALMEDIA COLOGNE

COPS  Feature film / Stefan A. Lukacs / 100‘ / AUT

CHILDREN OF THE FUTURE Documentary / M. Farokhmanesh, F. Geiger / 90‘ / GER, AUT / 

  Co-Production with BRAVE NEW WORK

BORN IN EVIN  Documentary / Maryam Zaree / 90‘ / GER, AUT/ 

  Co-Production with TONDOWSKI FILMS

THE ARTICLE  Feature film / Andreas Schmied/ 105‘ / AUT

RED  Feature film / Markus Heltschl / 90‘ / AUT

MR. DUSCHEK - THE SHRINKING CARETAKER Feature film / Riahi Brothers / 90‘ / AUT

WOODEN RIFLE  Feature film / Alfoz Abdulkarim Tanjour / 90‘ / AUT

DIE MINISTERIN  Feature film / Arash T. Riahi / 90‘ / GER, AUT/ Co-Production with LITTLE DREAMS

THIS LAND IS MY LAND  Documentary / Susanne Brandstädter / 90‘ / AUT

F I L M S  I N  P R O D U C T I O N / D E V E L O P M E N T





FREE LUNCH SOCIETY  Documentary / Christian Tod / 95‘ / AUT, GER 2017 / www.freelunchsociety.net

A NIGHT OF 1000 HOURS  Feature film / Virgil Widrich / 92‘ / AUT, LUX, NL  2016 / Co-Production with AMOUR FOU

THE EREMITES  Featurefilm / Ronny Trocker / 110‘ / GER, AUT 2016 / Co-Production with ZISCHLERMANN

KINDERS  Documentary / Riahi Brothers / 95‘ / AUT 2016 / www.kinders-film.com

KORIDA  Documentary / Siniša Vidović / 87‘ / AUT 2016 / www.korida-film.com

ONE OF US  Feature film / Stephan Richter / 86´/ AUT 2015 / www.oneofus-movie.com

AFTERMATH - THE SECOND FLOOD  Documentary / Raphael Barth / 82‘ / AUT, GER, IRL 2014

EVERYDAY REBELLION   Documentary / Riahi Brothers / 110‘ / AUT, CH 2013 / www.everydayrebellion.net 

MAMA ILLEGAL   Documentary / Ed Moschitz / 94’/ AUT 2012 / www.mamaillegal.com 

THE VENICE SYNDROME  Documentary / Andreas Pichler / 82‘ / GER, AUT, IT 2012 / www.venedigprinzip.de 

  Co-Production with FILMTANK and MIRAMONTE FILM

FOOD MARKETS - IN THE BELLY OF THE CITY  5-part TV Documentary Series / IT, AUT, ES, HU 2012 / Co-Production with STEFILM

MOMENTUM - WHAT DRIVES YOU  23-part TV Documentary Series for Red Bull Media House / AUT / 2009-2012 

EXILE FAMILY MOVIE   Documentary / Arash T. Riahi / 94‘ / AUT 2006 / www.exilefamilymovie.com

R E L E A S E D  F I L M S  ( S E L E C T I O N )



KORIDA Bürgerpreis - Nonfiktionale 2017, Documentary Award - Freistädter “Der neue Heimatfilm” Festival 2016, Local Artist Award - 

Crossing Europe Filmfestival 2016, Cinelink, Digital Cube & HBO Adria Award - Documentary Rough Cut Boutique - Sarajevo Film Festival 

2015 KINDERS Audience Award – Diagonale 2016 ONE OF US Best Score & Best Title - Kinofest Lünen 2016,  Plus Award - Zagreb 

Film Festival 2016, Best Directing, Cinema Feature, Stephan Richter – Academy ROMY 2016 / Most innovative Austrian Production – 

Diagonale 2016 / Best  Supporting Actor Christopher Schaerf – Austrian Filmawards 2016 / Best Feature Film – Max Ophüls Filmfestival 

2016  EVERYDAY REBELLION Jury Award – Auroville Film Festival 2015 / Erasmus EuroMedia Grand Award 2014 / Horizont Award – Fünf 

Seen Filmfestival 2014 / Audience Award - Biografilmfestival 2014 / Cinema for Peace Award, Berlin 2014 / European CIVIS Online Media 

Prize 2014 / Politiken Audience Award – CPH:DOX 2013 / Best Transmedia - B3 Biennale Frankfurt  2013 / ARTE Pixel Pitch prize for best 

cross-media project 2012 JAKARTA DISORDER Eine-Welt-Filmpreis NRW 2015 / Award of Merit – Int. Festival for Peace, Inspiration and 

Equality Jakarta 2014 / Best Film – Bir Duino Int. Film Festival Kyrgyzstan 2014 MAMA ILLEGAL European CIVIS Television Prize 2014 / 

Jury Award - STREAMS  Online Film Festival 2013 / Best documentary feature film – Festival „Der Neue Heimatfilm“ Freistadt 2012 / Best Film 

- One World Int. Human Rights Documentary Film Festival Brussels 2012 / Best film – Bishkek Int. Festival of documentary films on human 

Rights Kyrgyzstan 2012 / IDFA Filmfestival - Main Competion THE VENICE SYNDROME Best City film – Open City Docs, London 2013 / 

Best Italian documentary – Cineambiente 2013 / Best City film – Doc Ville 2013 /ARRI-Cinematographer Prize – Nonfiktionale 2013 / DOK 

Leipzig 2012 – German Documentary Competion EXILE FAMILY MOVIE Best documentary & Interfilmaward - Max Ophüls Festival 2007 / 

Golden Dove for best documentary & Fipresci Award – Documentary and Animation Festival Leipzig 2006 / Silver Hugo for best documentary 

A W A R D S  ( S E L E C T I O N )



GOLDEN GIRLS 
Filmproduktion & Filmservices GmbH   
Seidengasse 15/3/20    
1070 Vienna  |  Austria
tel.: +43 1 810 56 36   
fax: +43 1 810 59 49  
office@goldengirls.at    
www.goldengirls.at  
       goldengirlsfilm

D I E  M I G R A N T I G E N

# D I E M I G R A N T I G E N

FESTIVAL CONTACT
AFC – Austrian Films
Anne Laurent-Delage
Stiftgasse 6
1070 Vienna | Austria
tel.: +43 1 526 33 23
fax: +43 1 526 68 01
anne.laurent@afc.at
www.austrianfilms.com


